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ABSTRACT

L'examen de l'activité électromyographique des
muscles orbiculairs des levres et élévateur du
voile lors de la production en voix normals de lo-
gatomes CVCVCV. nous a permis ds mettre on evidence
un modéle d'encodage hiérarchisé. L'emission en
voix criée et en voix chuchotée de sequences du
méme type entraine une restructuration de l'orga—
nisation temporelle (2 qets; muscles étudiés:
orbiculaire inférieur, élévateur, palatopharyn-
gien). Ces conditions exceptionnelles présentent un
certain nombre ds caracteres communs: il semble en.
particulier que la programmation opere a plus court
terms, par unites de la taille de la syllabe ou du
segment; les instructions motrices seraient donc
fragmentées. eu lieu d'Etre émises sous forme de
"lists". D'autre part, l'elévateur du voile est
plus sensible que le palatopharyngien aux modifi—
cations dans la situation de production. Une
explication physiologique et linguistique est
proposes.

INTRODUCTION

In two recent publications (Bonnot l
Bonnet et al.l2|). we brought forward a.lelt:::
amount of experimental evidence supporting the con-cept of a temporal hierarchical organization ofspeech ‘production. The utterance (CVCVCV nonsensewords) was partly preprogrammed and Cl constitutedan encoding reference for the whole item. A localreappraisal of timing arose during phonetiondetermining a re-structuration of the electromyo:graphical activity (orbicularis oris sup.' 00$levator veli palatini: LP)‘ on an intrasegmentallevel. The basic motor controls were thus governedby two components operating in two different tempo-ral fields: the sequencing was in charge of theseriation of the units and depended on the macro-structure. The phasing was related to the micro-structure. Its role was to produce the necessaradjustments and to protect the fluency (Kent [3|yGlencross [4]). This theory, which implies thattime is a controlled variable. is compatible witha structural linguistic description because itaccounts properly for the translation betweenabstract dimension and a superficial one. The anprogrammed component carries out the ch:::;and the transfer of units from the phonemic levelto the phonetical level Thia s rocby Bllophonic Specificat1ong, P ess is followed

The model does not exclude biomechanical
effects, but subordinates them to the programming
requirements of the voluntary movement.

These experiments can be integrated to the
framework of a normal use of the possibilities of
the vocal tract. As is pointed out by Lubker ISI,
apropos of the velopharyngeal mechanism, it is temp-
ting to take up a teleological standpoint. The mus-
cular activity and the articulatory gestures are
organized and directed toward the goal of communi-
cation. Of course, speech production depends on tem-
poral and physiological "boundary limits". The per—
former has to take into account the constraints
peculiar to the implemented structures. The velocity
and the accuracy of the various articulators or of
parts of an articulator vary very much, as was shownby Eek [6| and Bothorel [7] among others. Further-
more, the motor task has to be carried out in a
well-defined period. For Lubker I5], "within these
boundary limits. speakers have a great deal ofvariability open to them in their use of the velo-
pharyngeal system." This variability, within orbetween subject(s), can also be linked to specific
configurations of the tractus (post-operativepatients. dental prosthesis ...) or just to unusualcircumstances. such as local an 'aesth
and whispered voice. 8313 0? 3h°utedBoth latter cases belong, like the pathological-ones, to the "extrinsic variabilit " which is t-:ystindependent of the structure 0: the phonolozgzalaitigfllaznd of the "physiological weight" of thewe are srzhiunits. However. the point here is thatof the hon 2 a natural use of the possibilitiestrols I: a ory apparatus and of its motor con-. can be proposed that the model which 13nfiri:ed above undergoes ‘a drastic restructuringcomes to encounter these requirements.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

two Izalzrdsztito test this hYPOthesis, we recorded
BUbJects V° Speakers of French (DA,JFB). The
words in were instructed .to read nonsense CVCVCV

consonant norma1' whispered and shouted voice. TheWe selwe: AP t k 8 RI and the vowel [1 ul.

duration :; 3V the foll°'1“8 Firemeters: acoustical
orbicUIari °V°V= duration of the activity of the
(PPH)- 1 t: 0’18 inf'(°°I)' v and palatopharynseus
sent ass: :0: time Of the same muscles (in the pre-

iraDhical. aZtiwal between ”19 Onset of electromyo-
lation r Vity and the -first periodic oscil-

or the initial V°V°13 ID t kl were of course
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voiceless. In view of comparison. an identical pro—

cedure was used for the voiced Igl and IRI).
Student's t test and, in some cases, Cochran's test

were applied. The coefficient of variation (C.V.=

100.20/x) were calculated. With JFB. we could not
obtain a good signal for LP during this session.

we first noticed that PPH and LP were acting in

a very dafferent way for subject DA. Whereas LP was

very sensitive to the three conditions of produc-

tion, the pattern of PPH remained steadier: in

table 1, it can be seen that the normal, whispered

and shouted mean values of LP are perfectly sepa-

rated. On the contrary, there is considerable over-

lapping for PPH. The statistical comparisons

reached a significant threshold in 12 cases out of

15 for LP, but in only 3 cases out of 15 for PPH.

Total duration of LP (in msec). Subject DA
Normal Shouted Whisp.

i c.v. R c.v. SE c.v.
|p 1545 11.52 1417 3.82 1216 11.73
t 1521 9.69 1403 3.09 1226 11.71
k 1529 10.19 1424 5.54 1260 13.48
g 1698 12.56 1498 5.97 1163 12.53
R! 1549 12.93 1450 5.29 1139 10.15

Ip Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 us
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 18 p20.05

Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 18 p< 0.001

t Shouted vs. .Normal ddl: 18 p10.05

Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 18 p.¢0.05

‘whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 18 p<0.001

k Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 17 NS

Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: l7 p‘0.05

Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: l6 p‘0.0l

g Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 p<0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 18 p¢=0.001

Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 18 p‘0.001

RI Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 us
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 18 p< 0.001

Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 18 p< 0.001

TABLE 1 A

Total duration of PPH (in msec). Subject DA
_Norma1 Shouted Whisp.

x c.v. 7: c.v. 2': c.v.
lp 1168 6.91 1236 6.58 1226 7.70
t 1156 16.64 1302 11.94 1094 7.38
k 1385 7.68 1464 1.96 1317 8.27
g 1502 9.04 1512 6.95 1354 1.61
RI 1193 15.37 1395 7.61 1167 5.26

Ip Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 8 NS
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 8 NS

Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 8 NS

t Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 8 NS

Shouted vs. Whisr. ddl: 8 p<O-.05

Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 8 NS

k Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 8 NS

Shcuted vs. Whisp. ddl: 7 NS

Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 8 NS

g Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 8 NS

Shouted vs. Vhisp. ddl: 8 NS
Whisp. vs. horm.l ddl: 8 NS

RI Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 8 0.10>.p>0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 8 p<0.01

Hhisp. Vs. Normal ddl: 8 NS

TABLE 1 8

NB: the smaller number of items for the "totrl du-

ration of PPH" is due to the following fact: in

most cases, for subject DA. te activity of PPH was

absent or very weak for the nonsense words CiCiCi.

Consequently, we took only into account utterances

with Iul. For a detailed discussion,cf.80nnot Ill.

It can thus be suggested that some muscles are

more directly sensitive to those kinds of extrin-

sic constraints. It can be recognized that PPH

plays a role in the narrowing of the velopharyn-

geal Isthmus (Fritzell Isl; Legent, Perlemuter and
Vandenbrouck I9I), but there is no denying that LP
is the only one which is responsible for the up—

ward gesture of the velum. and to a great extent

for the holding of the closure of the port (see

for example- Bell-Berti Ill). Even if we consider
that Halle's model Illl describing the velar func-
tioning is far from being adequate, we agree with

his suggestion that "the distinctive features cor-

respond to controls in the central nervous system

which are connected in specific ways to the human

motor and auditory systems."

For subject DA, an increase in the acoustical

duration was not accompanied by a concomitant

lengthening of the electromyographical activity.

Whereas the durations were mostly shorter for the

normal nonsense words on the acoustical level, on

the contrary, they were systematically higher when

considering the activity of LP and 001.

It seems thus that a greater duration is not

always straightforwardly correlated with a higher

"force of articulation". The dates obtained from

speaker JFB brought some support: here it is true

that both the acoustical duration and the electro—

myographical activity of PPH increased from normal

voice to shouted voice and finally to whispered

voice. However. in both cases. significant diffe-

rences were found between mean values for whispe-

red vs. normal voice and for shouted vs. normal

voice, but never for shouted vs. whispered voice.

For example, for the nonsense words with lp t kl.

the activity of PPH varied as follows (durations

in msec.): normal voice: 1287-1309; shouted voice:

1594-1609; whispered voice: 1644-1729. The supe-

rior and inferior limits were separated by 285

msec. for normal voice vs. shouted voice, but by

only 35 msec for shouted vs. whispered voice. With

the IRVRVRVI items, the differences were 213 and
15 msec.

It must be added that the activity of PPH was

remarkably similar for the normal and whispered

utterances: the signal was poor and of a very

limited amplitude; the shouted items were charac—

terized by a much richer pattern.

This phenomenon underlines again the separation

of the levels and suggests that duration is highly

conditioned by the 'constraints inherent to the

temporal programming of the sequence. Furthermore,

the values of the c.v. were smaller for shouted

voice and. to a lesser degree, for whispered

voice: it could be that the speaker was "obliged"

to reconsider partly his program, and to reduce

to a minimum the area of variability.
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Total duration of PPH (in msec). Subject JFB

Normal Shouted Whisp.

x c.v. i c.v. i c.v.
Ip 1309 16.83 1609 4.62 1670 11.78
t 1294 13.75 1594 5.10 1644 8.27
k 1287 16.47 1604 6.04 1729 13.57
R]1458 12.06 1671 6.51 1686 7.49

Ip Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 16 p<:0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 16 NS

Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 18 p<:0.01

t Shouted vs Normal ddl: 18 p<:0.05

Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 16 NS
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 20 p<:0.001

k Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 16 p<:0.05

Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 26 NS
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 28 p<:0.00l

R] Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 p<:0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 16 NS

Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 20 p<:0.01_

TABLE 2

For DA, the latency times of implementing of LP
were shorter in shouted and whispered voice, in
comparison with normal voice (12 comparisons out of
15 were significant). For DA and JFB, OOI varied
precisely in the same manner, even if all the
comparisons did not reach the significant threshold
of p < 0.05. As could be predicted on the basis of
the behaviour of the total durations, the modifi-
cations in the latency times of PPH were scarcely
noticeable although they followed the same pattern.

It can be concluded that: .
(a) A stronger articulatory energy does not
necessarily manifest itself through an
implementing of muscular activity.
(b) The shouted and whispered utterances can pro-
bably be joined together under the same head.

earlier

Latency time of LP (in msec). Subject DA
_Normal Shouted Whisp.
x c.v. i c.v. x c.v.

Ip 629 24. 405 12.75 370 28.51
t 630 21.91 393 9.98 373 28.90
R 592 23.29 399 13.90 334 22.72
g 717 24.40 491 15.71 336 13.83
R] 476 33.89 296 21.56 357 35.98

Ip Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 p<'0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 18 NS
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 18 p< 0.001

t Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 p<<0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 18 NS
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 18 p4:0.001

k Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 p<:0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 17 pe:0.05
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 17 p2:O.001

g Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 pa:0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 18 p<:0.001
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 17 p<:0.05

R] Shouted vs. Normal ddl: 18 p<:0.05
Shouted vs. Whisp. ddl: 18 NS
Whisp. vs. Normal ddl: 18 O.lO>-p;.0.05

TABLE 3

Instead of assuming that in uncommon circum—

stances, the latency time essentially reflects the

global programming of the nonsense word, as it

seems to be the case under normal conditions, we

suggest that the encoding system works within a

shorter temporal window (see also for an acoustical

study of French CVC syllables: Rostolland et a1.

I12I). In our interpretation, the initial latency
partly expresses the read—out time of generative

encoding rules which are specific to the language

in question. However, these rules are dependent on

a rhythmic and accentual frame which is modified

by the constraints inherent to the shouted and

whispered phonation.

CONCLUSION

"Extrinsic variability” constitutes an essen-
tial part of a model of speech production, since
the encoding modalities are conditioned by the
constraints exerted on the muscular (sub—)system(s)
and on the articulatory organs. Our conclusions
allow to extend the notion of ”syllabic segrega-
tion" applied by Kent and Rosenbek I13] to "apraxia
of speech", and by Kent I14], to the acquisition
of language by children. Close connections can
also be established between our results and some
works on "expressivity". Fonagy I15] studied the
articulatory manifestations of hatred and anger.
These sentiments were rendered in the same way in

French and Hungarian, by a series of jerky move-
ments (abrupt transitions). In a cineradiographic
study, Flament I16] looked into the question of
"stylistic emphasis" in French. He came to the
conclusion that there was a marked individualiza—
tion of the articulatory units, in comparison with
a neutral context: the coarticulatory link between
successive segments was strongly weakened.
. It appears that our analysis can be integrated
into a more comprehensive body of facts, regroupiNg
a great number of pathological and exceptional
conditions. Of course, the patterns will be diffe—
rent according to the severity of the disease or
to the weight of the constraint.

All these productions have probably in common
to. provide the subject with feedback information
which is particularly difficult to handle. It could
be that the (normal) subjects “tend to achieve some
kinethetic—tactile feedback by finding articula-
tory landmarks" as was proposed by Rothman I17] for
deaf adult Speakers. Therefore, it can be suggested
that the" instructions are being split up, instead
of being issued in the form a "list".

However, it must be stressed that there is a
great variety of possible "amendment procedures"
(Glencross I18I) and, consequently, a high flexi-
bility of the matching of various kinds of feedbaCkwith the contextual requirements.
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